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challenges in Big Data. Premier conferences and prestigious
journals, such as Nature and Science.

Abstract: It is well known that, at the present, a huge amount of
information, often referred as Big Data, is processed by each
domain of modern society. Big data are well defined by the seven
dimensions: Volume, Velocity, Variety, Variability, Veracity,
Visualization and Value. The traditional database management
systems cannot handle the requirements of high availability,
scalability and reliability emerged with Big Data.
The good news is that we are now in the age of NoSQL
databases. NoSQL do not have a fixed structure, they have a
flexible structure and are suited for storing unstructured data
produced in a large scale in various field.
This work outlines the four main types of NoSQL databases and
presents some of their representative solutions.
Keywords : About four key words or phrases in alphabetical
order, separated by commas.

I. INTRODUCTION
The IBM in a recent study, reports that in the last two years
about the 90% of the data has been created. Each day the
worlds outputs about 2.5 quintillion bytes a day.
Domo, a computer software company specialized in business
intelligence tools and data visualization, publishes the annual
report
(https://www.domo.com/learn/data-never-sleeps-7)
Data Never Sleeps - that illustrates the online world’s
activities happening within a minute. Figure I reports the data
generated every minute in 2019.
The IDC white paper by Seagate [38] forecasts that in 2025
enterprises will create more than 60% of data in the world.
Therefore, in the next future the focus will be on the creation,
utilization and management of data coming from governs,
consumers and businesses.
There is no doubt that the era of Big Data will continue to fast
go on. Big data implies a big interest both from industries and
academia. Big data research and applications are funded by
many government agencies (e.g. the Obama Administration's
Big Data Working Group report [39]) and topics related to
Big Data are frequently reported by relevant public media
such as the Economist [26, 39] and the New York Times [35].
Much effort is devoted by the research community on relevant

Fig. I - Data generated every minute in 2019
II. BIG DATA
We are surrounded by Big Data!
Big data are extensively part of all human domains and all
sectors of our society [9], even many problems are still to be
solved in their management [47] and many challenges are
open [49-51].
In the domain of healthcare Big Data are extensively used in
medical information tools for data prediction and diagnostic
procedures [1, 17-18, 27-28], as well as in computer vision
and in machine learning techniques for melanoma lesions
characterization and features detection [32-34, 40-42].
We are in the era of Big Data.
But the question is: what is the exact meaning of Big Data?
The reference to ``Big Data'' appeared in a paper written by
researchers of NASA [3] in 1997.
Many different definitions have been provided by recent
literature [4, 10, 48], each acceptable and reporting a different
vision, a different perspective of what is Big Data. In order to
catch the real meaning of Big Data, as something different
from big size data, many other dimensions have to be
considered. In [11] Laney first, explicitly, uses the ``3 V's'',
Volume, Velocity and Variety, to describe Big Data, even if
he does not explicitly mention them. The ``3 V's'', as a mean
to characterize Big Data, find a general consensus in the
literature [10, 12, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Starting from this, many
researchers and institutes such as IEEE focused on additional
important features of Big Data such Value, Veracity,
Visualization, Variability [4,
22, 29, 30]. Finally, the seven
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V's allows to provide a pretty nice definition of Big Data.
 Volume. It is one of the feature most associated with Big
Data and is represents the total amount of data.
Facebook, for example, is a community in which more
than 890 million of individuals log each day. People
share documents, photos, comments.
 Velocity. It is the velocity in which data is generated and
managed.
 Variety. It describes the variety of data often provided
by different sources. This variety implies data cannot fit
in structured relational database systems. The feature
refers to structured (data from relational database),
semistructured (web logs, emails, etc.) or unstructured
(video, audio, clicks, etc.) data.
 Variability. It differs from variety and has several
potential meaning. It can state for: is data available at
times? or also, in the case of extreme values are these
outliers or just noisy data?
 Veracity. It refers to the accuracy of the data. The
truthfulness of data is a key point. Therefore, besides, the
quality of data, important dimensions are the source, the
accuracy, the affability of data. Uncertainty can be
caused by inconsistency, ambiguity and incompleteness
of the data.
 Visualization. It refers to the use of tools allowing to
visualize and analyze results on data. The availability of a
huge amount of data is useless if you are not able to catch
the information it contains. Different data visualization
tools, with different insight in the collection of data are
now available. Some of these popular tools are: Google
Chart, Tableau, D3, Fusion Chart, Highcharts, Microsoft
Power BI.
 Value. This dimension captures the final aim of Big data.
Each organization wants to get value from data.

field. NoSQL databases are a good choice for big data. As
for a comparison between RDBMS and NoSQL databases, in
RDBMS basic principles govern how changes are applied to a
database.
Specifically, database transactions should be ACID [46]:
 Atomicity a transaction to a database should work or
fail as a whole;
 Consistency a transaction has to ensure that it will not
affect the consistent state of the database;
 Isolation a transaction does not interfere with any
other;
 Durability a completed transaction is persistent.
These qualities are incompatible with availability and
performance with very large systems in a distributed
environment. More specifically, the CAP theorem [37] states
that a distributed system cannot guarantees simultaneously
more than two of the following properties: (i) Consistency,
(ii) Availability, (iii) Partition tolerance.
In a distributed environment BASE is implemented.
 BAsically available states that availability is guaranteed
by the system;
 Soft state reports that the state of the system may change
due to the eventual consistency model;
 Eventual consistency (or weakly consistent) states that
the system will become consistent over time.
Therefore, temporary database inconsistencies are
accepted.
Roughly speaking, in a distributed system the choose is
between consistency and availability.

III. FROM RBMS TO NOSQL DBMS

A. Key-value Oriented Databases
Key-value oriented databases are the simplest
implementation of NoSQL database.
The key/value approach has been also used in P2P [5-8,
13-16, 23-24] systems such as Tapestry [43], Chord [44] and
Kademilia [45].
A key-value database stores (key-value) pairs, which can
be a binary object of different type. Every key is unique and
queries can be posed according to the keys. Therefore, the
key-value structure, known the key allows to retrieve a value.
The concept of key-value is different with respect to the
one of relational database, as this last uses fields (maintained
in tables) having well defined data types. In a key-value
oriented database there is neither relation nor structure.
A generic key-value stores data as a single collection that
can have for every record different fields. On the contrary, in
a key-value oriented database a data is a single collection and
therefore each record can have different fields. This simple
solution allows to maintain the complete control over the
value and guarantee high expandability and fast query
response time. Scalability and availability are supported by
partitioning and replicating
data over a cluster.

Traditional Relational Database Management Systems
(RDBMS) have been evolving for more than 40 years.
Various RDBMS have been successfully implemented and
used by different organizations to support the management of
different datasets at different scales.
In a relational database management system data are
organized in tables, columns and rows, are entered once, can
be stored across multiple tables and can be referenced from
elsewhere in the database by fixing a relationship between
tables. The relational DB model was provided by Codd, of
IBM's Research Laboratory in 1969 and published in [2].
RDBMS provide a logical view of the data and the SQL
language for querying and fetching data. They have been for
long time the standard for storing data, as they guarantee
stability, good performance and consistency.
Anyhow, they are not up to the task of handling the
requirements of high availability, scalability and reliability
brought by Big Data; they reached a bottleneck and new
systems have been recently developed. They are known as
NoSQL databases.
In contrast to RDBMS, NoSQL do not have a fixed
structure. They have a flexible structure and are suited for
storing unstructured data produced in a large scale in various
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Popular key-value databases are DynamoDB and Voldemort.
 DynamoDB
https://aws.amazon.com/it/dynamodb/ DynamoDB also
known as Dynamo Database or DDB, is a NoSQL key-value
data storage system offered by Amazon.com within the
Amazon Web Services. DynamoDB can manage huge amount
of data and is effective on high level of request traffic. In
DynamoDB data are stored in tables, and are fetched using
read and write operations. Each DynamoDB item is uniquely
identified by a primary key that is used to execute queries.
DynamoDB automatically spreads the data over a sufficient
number of servers and ensures consistency and fast
performances. Solid state disks are used for data storing and
replication is automatically performed providing high
availability and data durability. DynamoDB allows to
perform asynchronous update on all copies by read
consistency.

as public version in 2015 and was designed to be used with
petabytes of data and to support applications requiring
massive scalability. At the present, Google Bigtable is the
database used by many Google applications, such for example
YouTube, Gmail, Google Maps, Google Book Search and
Google Earth. Google has maintained the propriety of the
software, anyhow its organization together with the fact that it
is an open source product allow others to easily create
BigTable derivatives (examples are the Apache HBase
database and Cassandra).
HBase - https://hbase.apache.org/ HBase is a distributed
database modeled after Google's Bigtable. It is open source,
written in Java and developed under the Apache Hadoop
project. HBase follows the BigTable model and has
been
shown to be best suited for real-time querying of Big Data.
Cassandra - https://cassandra.apache.org/ Cassandra is an
open source database developed in 2008 at Facebook. It is
considered the right choice if scalability and high availability
are needed, without compromising performance. Cassandra
integrates the distributed technology of Dynamo and the data
model used by BigTable and by doing this it offers the benefit
of a column oriented database and the good performance of
log-structured updates, ensuring an effective support for
denormalization, a powerful built-in caching and materialized
views. Cassandra is considered a good choice if, without
prejudicing the performance, there is the need of ensuring
both scalability and availability. Cassandra is used, among
others, at CERN, eBay, Instagram, Comcast and Netflix.

 Voldemort http://www.project-voldemort.com/voldemort/
Voldemort is a key-value storage system, used and
developed by LinkedIn. Three simple operations are included
in its interface: the read, write and delete operation. Multiple
servers are used to maintain portion of data. The partition and
replication of data is automatically performed. The data copy
mechanism in Voldemort is the same as in DynamoDB: data
are stored in RAM and inserted into a storage engine. The
database does not guarantee data consistency, but provides
facilities for asynchronous updating concurrent control of
multiple editions. There is no central coordination point for
failure as each node is independent. In order to maximize data
integrity in the case of a failure scenario it supports data
versioning.

C. Document Oriented Databases
Document Oriented Databases were developed as a
consequence of the need of having a database system that, on
the contrary of traditional relational database, did not rely on
schema.
In such a database a generic record and its associated data
is
a document that can have a structure identical or
completely different with respect to another row.
Each document typically stores self-describing documents,
JSON (javaScript Object Notation), XML (Extensible
Markup Language) and BSON (Binary JSON). The structure
results to be similar to the key-value storage, but in document
oriented database the value consists of a single document.
Therefore, more complex data forms can be supported (a
document within a document and so on). More specifically,
even if the key is not known, it is possible to obtain a fast
retrieval if popular fields are indexed.
MongoDB and CouchDB are among the most important
document oriented databases.
 MongoDB - https://www.mongodb.com
MongoDB is a open source database, document-oriented,
cross-platform and it supports, natively, JSON format. The
software development began in 2007 and in 2017 it became a
publicly-traded company, listed on NASDAQ. MongoDB
can be used easily and no database administrator is needed for
bootstrap. It is robust and allows versioning to guarantee
consistency in the case of complex transactions.

 REDIS - https://redis.io/topics/introduction
Redis, developed in 2009 and written in C, is a NoSQL
database offering good performance and speed. It implements
the key-value mechanism to store data. In particular, it is
considered a data structure server as it allows keys to contain
hashes as well as strings, lists and (sorted) sets.
B. Column Oriented Databases
A Column-oriented Database stores data in column(s),
contrary to relational database, in which data is stored in
row(s) of a table. In addition, differently from RDBMS, each
row of the table can specify names and formats of its column.
A column-oriented database groups columns. It does not have
any prestructured table to work with data. In a
column-oriented database a single disk operation is sufficient
to retrieve related data, as the only retrieved columns are
those associated with the query.
This contrast with what happens in RDBMS in which data of a
table are stored in different location of the the disk, therefore
in order to retrieve data many different read operation are
needed. This mechanism makes this type of database a good
choice for managing large unstructured data. Among the
most popular column - oriented database we recall Google's
Bigtable, Cassandra and HBase.
Google Bigtable. [36] is a column oriented distributed
database developed by Google Inc. with the final aim of
managing huge amounts of data. Bigtable was made available
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It offers dynamic queries and powerful aggregates. Mongo
DB features includes the possibility of using dynamic queries
and offers a powerful tool of aggregates. These characteristics
make of Mongo DB a tool suitable if high volumes of data
have to be managed and the write loads are high.

of a node or an edge or an attribute. It is available in
three different editions: the Community, the Enterprise
and finally the Government edition.

 CouchDB - http://couchdb.apache.org/
Apache CouchDB is an open source database, implemented
in Erlang, easy to be used and with scalable architecture. It
has been developed in 2005 and in 2008 became an Apache
Software Foundation project. CouchDB, that stores data
using JSON and performs queries using JavaScript, is a good
choice for the Web. It well addresses redundancy and conflict
resolutions and stores every change on the disk in terms of a
document revision.

Each NOSQL database offers different solutions to specific
context and has different application scenarios. As for an
analysis Table I reports the main storage types of NoSQL
database, whereas Table II reports a comparison among some
NoSQL databases.

D. Graph Oriented Databases
A Graph-oriented Database completely differs from the
previous three NoSQL database type. A graph structure is
used not only to store, but also to map and query. The entities
in the graph are the nodes. Each node exhibits a number of
properties, i.e. attributes each one consisting of a pair
key-value. Labels are used to tag nodes so that describing
roles and also to associate metadata, as well as constraints and
index to a node. Relationships define directed, named and
semantically relevant connections between nodes.
A popular graph oriented database is Neo4j.
 Neo4j - https://neo4j.com/product/
Neo4j, developed by Neo4j Inc, is a graph database
management system that fits ACID properties. It is
implemented in Java and stores everything in the form

V. RESULT ANALYSIS

Table- I: Comparison of NoSQL DBMS types
Database type

application
field
Log System

key-value storage
column-based storage

Distributed
File System
Web
Application
Social
Networking

document-storage
graph storage

Database System
Dynamo,
Redis,
Voldemort
BigTable, Cassandra,
HBase
MongoDB, CouchDB
Neo4j,GraphDB

VI. CONCLUSION
There is a very great number of available NoSQL databases
and different way to classify them. The traditional approach
of ``one fits all'' cannot be anymore applies. Far from being
exhaustive, this paper reports the basic feature of the main
types of NoSQL databases and presents the most popular
types of NoSQL databases and some of their representative
solutions.

Table- II: Feature of some NoSQL systems
Database System

Schema

Supported Data

Architecture

Language

Licence

DynamoDB

Schema free

Structured

Master-Slave

Async

Proprietary

BigTable

Uses Schema

Structured

Master-Slave

Sync and Async

Proprietary

HBase

Uses Schema

Structured

Master-Slave

Async

Open Source

P2P

Async

Open Source

Master-Slave

Async

Open Source

Cassandra

Optional

MongoDB

Dynamic schema

(semi)structured
Unstructured
(semi)structured
Unstructured
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